Abstract. In this paper some random xed point theorems for the mappings on an ordered Banach space are proved. As applications, the existence of the extremal solutions of some nonlinear functional random integral equations is obtained under certain monotonicity conditions.
Introduction
Let ( A) be a measurable space and set X be a real separable Banach space. Let X denote the -algebra of all Borel subsets of X. A mapping x : ! X is called measurable if for any B 2 X x ;l (B) = f! 2 : x(!) 2 Bg X ! X is called contraction if kT(!)x ; T(!)yk (!)kx ; yk( (!) < l ) for all x y 2 X and for each ! 2 . A measurable mapping : ! X is called a random xed point of the random operator T(!) i f T(!) (!) = (!) for each ! 2 .
A non-empty closed subset K of X is called a cone in X if (i) K + K K (ii) K K for 2 R, 0 and (iii) f;Kg \ K = 0, where 0 is a zero emelment of X. Now w e i n troduce an order relation in X as follows : Let x y 2 X. Then x y if and only if y ; x 2 K. The Banach spcae X together with this order relation becomes a ordered Banach space and it is denoted by ( X , k k , ) o r s i m p l y b y ( X, K).
We need the following properties of the cone K in the sequel. A c o n e K in X is called normal if every order bounded set in X is bounded in norm. Similaryly a cone K in X is called regular if every increasing sequence which is bounded above i s convergent.
Let u v 2 X be such that u v. Then Several classical or deterministic xed point theorems have been extended to random operators in the literature by di erent authors and some of the random xed point theorems have nice applications to nonlinear random di erenital and integral equations for proving the existence and uniqueness results. See for details, Bharucha Reid 3] and the references given therein. In this paper we p r o ve some xed point theorems involving a single and a pair of random operators on an ordered Banach space which extend the classical or deterministic well-known xed point theorems of Amann 1] and Dhage 4] to random operators.
Random Fixed Point Theory
Before going to the mian results of this paper, we recall some useful de nitions:
The measure of noncompactness of a bounded set S in a Banach s p a c e X is a nonnegative r e a l n umber (S) to be de ned by Since a and b are measurable function on , and Q(!) i s a continuous random operator, each x n (!) a n d y n (!) are measurable and consequently are random variables for each n 2 N. We discuss the conclusion of the theorem in the following two cases:
Case I. Suppose that the cone K in X is normal. Then the order interval a b] i s a bounded subset of X. Consequently fx n (!)g and fy n (!)g are bounded sets in X. We show that fx n (!)g and fy n (!)g are precompact sets in X. Suppose that fx n (!)g is not precompact. Now
Hence a(fx n (!)g) (Q(!)(fx n g)) < (x n (!)) which is a contradiction:
Hence fx n (!)g is precompact and fx n (!)g is compact for each ! 2 . Therefore Also Q is nondecreasing random operator in view of the fact that the sum of two measurable functions is again measurable. As A(!) i s c o n traction, it is continuous and since sum of two c o n tinuous mappings is again continuous, the random operator Q(!) is continuous. It is easily shown that Q is a -condensing random ooperator on a b]. Now Q(!) satis es all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and hence a direct application of it yields the desired conclusion. The proof is complete. To state our nal xed point theorem we need the following porperty of the cone K in X. A c o n e K in a seperable Banach algebra X is called a positive if it satis es (d)K 0 K K where \o" is a multiplicative composition in X.
A random operator T : X ! X is called positive if range (T ) Kjf0g. Lemma 2.1. Let K be a p ositive cone K in a Banach algebra X and let u 1 In the following section we shall obtain the existence of extremal solutions of a certain nonlinear functional random integral equations.
Functional Random Integral Equations
Given a closed and bounded interval J = 0 1] in R, the set of all real numbers, consider the nonlinear functional random integral equation (in short RIE). We shall obtain the existence of the extremal random solutions of the RIE(3.1) in the space BM(J R) of all measurable and bounded real-valued functions de ned on J. We equip the space BM(J R) with a norm k k de ned by kxk = s u p t2J kx(t)k:
Clearly BM(J R) is a separable Banach space with this supremum norm. We de ne an order relation in the space BM(J R) b y the cone K in BM(J R) de ne by K = fx 2 BM(J R)jx(t) 0 t 2 Jg 
which shows that kQ(!)x n k is uniformly bounded for each ! 2 . Now let t 2 J. Now the desired conclusion follows by and application of Theorem 3.1 since AC(J R) BM(J R).
Conclusion
Finally while concluding this paper, we mention that we h a ve not been able to relax the continuity of the random mappings in any result of this paper for proving the xed point theorem or for proving the existence results for random di erential and integral equations. This is because of the reason that the image of a random variable under a discontinuous random operator may not be a random variable. Again the xed point theorems of this paper have some nice applications to a variety of nonlinear random di erential and integral equations and some of the results in this direction will be reported else where.
